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PRE-SESSION VIBRATIONAL TUNING & PROTECTION PRACTICES 
 
 
STAR OF DAVID sacred geometry. 
 
The Star of David is a yang-triangle and a yin-triangle interweaving. The yin- triangle has the 
'point' towards the earth. The yang triangle has the 'point' towards the sky. Those triangles 
symbolise balanced yin/yang energy. 
 
Using the Star of David is a practice to activate your vibrational alignment and inner sacred 
geometry before giving a Sound Healing session. It restores vitality and helps you ground 
your energy. It may be used at any time you need empowerment and strengthening of the 
yin-yang balance in any form. 
 

• Place legs and arms in a wide-open spread. 
 

• Visualise the Yin triangle starting at the left hand. From that point, connect an 
energetic line to a point approximately 15 centimeters below your feet in the 
centerline of the body. From that point connect to the right hand; then back to the 
left hand. Practice this Yin triangle several times with deep breathing and awareness. 
Match the energy with sound frequencies. 

 
• Visualise the yang triangle starting at the crown chakra, from that point connect an 

energetic line to the left foot. From the left foot connect to the right foot; then back 
to the crown chakra. 
Practice this yang triangle several times with deep breathing and awareness. Match 
the energy with sound frequencies. 
 

• Visualise the two triangles together and sense the centre of the Star of David. Take 
some time to let the energy move and realign by itself. When you are ready, match 
the Star of David with sound frequencies. Sound for as long as needed, keeping the 
focus in the center of the Star of David within your body. 
 

• Silence and integration. Receive insights. 
 
 
The Violet Flame of St. Germain: Ascended Master Energy 
 
St. Germain is an ageless Master, who practised physical immortality and the ‘I AM’ Christ 
Light teachings. He is the ‘wonder-man’ of Europe from the 1700’s. He spoke all languages, 
looked the same for 100 years, travelled by thoughts, fed the poor and worked for peace. 
St. Germain helps to clear up and clean up the planet with his strong, penetrating, direct 
and non-compromising violet flame energy. St. Germain provides protection, courage, 
direction, perseverance, freedom and sacred alchemy. He counsels in life purposes and  
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works with sacred alchemy and light, interacts with authority figures and creates miraculous 
manifestations. St. Germain helps us, and the world clear up ‘the mess’ we cause on the 
planet. 
The ‘Violet Flame’ energy that he offers, cuts through illusions. It supports you in not putting 
and unresolved issues ‘under the carpet’, but to deal with them immediately. 
The energy is often felt as ‘hot flushes’. 
 

• Call upon St. Germain by clearly and precisely stating your concern, issue or request 
and waiting. 
The answer may come immediately, or it is on its way.  
 

• See yourself surrounded by the violet flame energy and tune yourself open to 
creative insights on how better to serve humanity and open up your vision as to how 
to help others. 
 

• Sound your experience to embody this wisdom further. 
 

• Trust the experience, receive and listen. Stay humble to the insights delivered. 
 
Pre-Session Violet Light Toning 
 
Toning yourself in a protective blanket or cloak of violet flame energy on a very pure and 
gentle but clear OOOHHHH supports your energy to remain clean and clear during your 
session. 
 
Take the time you need to do this for yourself before the session and for your client after 
your consultation at the beginning prior to starting your sounding. 
 
 
Becoming present to the Song of the Body 
 

• Take five full slow breaths into the depths of the belly. It’s like you are giving your 
insides a massage. Breathe from front to back, sides, down and opening the pelvic 
cradle. Keep the throat relaxed as you do. 

 
• Breath brings a sense of presence into the body. Five breaths. 

 
• Breathe again with sound. A falling sighing, releasing HAAHHHH. It’s not singing, it’s 

letting go so let it move any tiredness, discomfort or pain out through the sound.  
 

• After a couple of breaths, you can accompany this with a spinal roll. Folding down 
through the spine with bent knees till the head reaches the knees. 

 
• Hang for a moment and then roll back up. Three times. 
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• Breathe and release sound again without the spinal roll but with a free sounding of 

emotions on this falling sound. It is just expression and release. Allow the sound to 
be a true representative of a feeling you are experiencing. As the sound descends  

 
• from a higher to a lower pitch, you can imagine bringing yourself ‘IN’ to the body 

temple, the sacred space. Stand upright and balanced. 
 

• Circle the hips very lightly and sound a soft growling EEERRRR sound into the base of 
the spine and the perineum. Imagine the kundalini light and life force gently being 
nourished by the sound. The sound spirals and circles and forms a healing pattern 
here. 

 
• Now bring your awareness to the heart centre. See a white light forming as you 

sound AAAHHHH into the heart. See this light travel up to the third eye centre and 
gently back down. Then see this sounded light travel down to the root chakra and 
back up to the heart. 

 
• What do you wish to sing into being for the day or for your Sound Healing session? 

 
• Hum your intentions for the day and see them travelling into the world before you. 

 
 
You can also use any of the Toning Practices that we have discussed. 
 


